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IRS Terror Tale of the Month

AND DON’T LET FEAR GET IN YOUR WAY
First of all, we hope everyone had a great holiday.
We’d like to wish you all a happy, healthy, and
prosperous new year. This month, we’ve been
thinking a lot about the new year, because it
brings new opportunities for change. We’re
definitely feeling those winds of change here,
especially because our office lease is up this year!

FORMER POLICE CHIEF DOES CRIME AND TIME
When it comes to tax evasion, sometimes it’s the
ones you least expect, like the most respected
public figures, who try to weasel their way out of
paying their income taxes. Such was the case with a
former Port of L.A. police chief.

According to reports from the U.S. attorney’s office,
Boyd was in a revenue-sharing agreement with a
mobile app developer. In exchange for marketing
and promotion, Boyd would receive 13 percent of
the profits for an emergency- and crime-reporting
app. The part that went wrong? Creating the
app would require under-the-table deals. It was
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IRS Terror Tale of the Month

In October, the L.A. Times reported the former
police chief at the Port of Los Angeles, Ronald J.
Boyd, was charged with federal tax evasion. Upon
the final verdict, he could face a two-year prison
sentence. The 58-year-old from Torrance, California,
was accused of lying to the FBI and hiding over $1.1
million in income.
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Roz Strategies has been in the same building for a
few years. And though there are only four of us in
the office, we’re squeezed for space. So, naturally,
we’re hoping to expand before we have to sign
a new three-year lease to keep our space. While
some trepidation is to be expected with the notion
of change, I have no doubt we’ll figure out our
next move soon. But the subject reminds me of
an interesting question I get from members and
nonmembers alike:
“Michael, do I really need an office? Can’t I just
work from my house?”
It’s a really good question — one that I think a lot
of people in our industry ask themselves. It’s a
question I asked myself when I first struck out on
my own in 1998. In fact, I started my tax resolution
business from my dining room table! But it didn’t
take long for me to realize that I didn’t want to
meet clients in my home.

discovered that Boyd accepted a bribe, and all he
had to do was acquire port contracts for the app
developer.
As if taking the bribe wasn’t bad enough, Boyd
lied to federal investigators, saying he had no
stake in the company. In the end, it wasn’t taking
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Somehow, it hurt my credibility and
professionalism, and most importantly, my
“positioning.” It also cheapened the appearance of
the quality of my services. Sitting around my dining
room table and wondering if my clients would
notice a few stray dishes left out in the kitchen
didn’t convey the same panache that meeting in
a professional office does. So about 30 days later,
I was out of the dining room and into a Class B
office building, leasing 482 square feet. It didn’t
bother me that I’d have to pay $800 a month for
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rent, because I was happier. More importantly, my
family was happy to have the whole house back!
Over the years, my business grew, and I grew
with the landlord. When it was time to upgrade
from 482 square feet, my landlord set me up
with a larger space. My company kept growing,
and I eventually ended up in a 15,000-squarefoot space with over 125 employees. While that
might sound really nice, I would highly discourage
anyone from growing their business that big. Trust
me, you can manage a mid- to high-six-figure
practice and never need a space that big or that
many employees! Today, we’re hoping to settle
into a more comfortable 1,200-square-foot space.
Expansion is still a scary thought, but we’re willing
to make the investment and take a leap of faith.
In the new year, that’s the advice I’m presenting
you with: Take that leap of faith. Whether it’s
finally time to get off your own dining room table,
invest in a new marketing strategy, or hire on a
new employee, don’t let fear be the reason you
don’t. And, as always, don’t take your foot off the
marketing gas pedal.
With tax season coming up, don’t neglect
marketing your tax resolution practice in favor of
tax preparation. Tax season is by far THE best time
to ramp up your tax resolution marketing. Taxes
are top-of-mind with everyone, but especially with
troubled taxpayers. Your cost per lead, or CPL, and
cost to acquire a new tax resolution client will be at
its lowest during this time. Also, a lot of the work
can be done after the April 15 deadline. Ramping
up your tax resolution marketing
during tax season will ensure profits
and cash flow the rest of the year.
Best of luck to all in the new year!

– Michael Rozbruch
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FOOD FOR THOUGHT:
It’s a new year — yippee! Did you make any New
Year’s resolutions? I’m not much of a make-aresolution-for-the-new-year kind of person. I make
changes year-round when I see fit. In fact, I started
thinking seriously about 2017 in October of 2016!
Michael and I planned out a lot of 2017 together.
And here’s a Michael fun fact — he has a huge
yearlong calendar on the wall in front of him
in his office, so he can see his year at a glance.
Scheduling 2017 was easier than the previous
two years because we have so many systems and
programs in place now. In our first two years as
a “startup,” we worked nonstop, putting in the
foundation of our business: the Tax Resolution
Domination System and Toolkit, our VIP Insider’s
Circle monthly membership, our mastermind
group, and our two big events. These two big
events are our joint marketing conference with
ASTPS in January and our own marketing and
sales conference in August. The first two years in
business, we thought about all the work ahead
of us; now it’s nice to be able to build on the
foundation we’ve laid.
With that foundation firmly in place, we were
able to sit down and map out the year ahead. We
calendared when our events would take place
and where, as well as some new and exciting
information Michael wants to offer this year to
make your practices more profitable! We even
scheduled in some personal time off and are going
on a vacation! It’s been a while — three years,
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but who’s counting? — since we’ve taken a “real”
vacation.

As always, all of this talk about me brings me back
to you. Even though the year has only just started,
I want to know if you’ve given any thought to your
year ahead. Have you thought about what you
would like to achieve this year? How much money
you want to make? Do you have any personal
goals? Outlining your year is a little like driving;
it’s always easier to reach a destination with a map
than just getting in the car and guessing your way
there — that just leads to aimless driving. Mapping
out your year is a great tool to be successful. And
I don’t mean a New Year’s resolution. I mean, have
you set some reasonable goals for yourself this
year? “Reasonable” is an important word here.
Don’t set the bar too high, or you might not reach
it. Then you’ll end up disappointed.
Everyone has a different way of planning their time,
and you know what works best for you. So with
the new year now upon us, get to it! Whether you
jot your goals down in a book, put them in your
Outlook calendar, or put them on a
giant calendar on your wall in front
of your face, map out your path
for the year ahead so at the end of
2017, you can say “Yippee! What a
great year I had!”
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Congratulations to Jonathan Barber
for being
retained on your first tax resolution
case. Your
strategy of implementing various
marketing
techniques has paid off. Also, a dou
ble congrats
for landing an engagement to pres
ent to the
largest Realtor firm in North Carolina
! Keep up the
good work!
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Congratulations to Ron Friedman
for passing his
Certified Tax Resolution Specialist
(CTRS) exam!
It’s good to have fun with your mar
keting, and
that’s exactly what Doris Mar tinez
and Darla
Espinoza have done with their cho
colate bar that
they pass out to everyone that step
s into their
office. Their “Here’s your chance to
bite back at
the IRS!” milk chocolate bar, with
a 1040 form as a
wrapper, is a good way for someon
e to remember
them when they leave the office.
It’s something
people probably tell other people
about because
it’s so clever. And it’s an affordable
marketing tool
that tastes good! So kudos to you
, Doris and Darla,
for thinking wrappers outside of the
box.

– Roslyn Rozbruch

IRS Terror Tale continued ...

Michael Altenhofen

Gregory McCauley Jr. and Gregory McCauley

the bribe that got Boyd in trouble. The investigation against Boyd that
turned up the $1.1 million income he received between 2007 and 2011,
acquired from a security company, went unreported.
While Boyd’s attorney, Vicki Podberesky, maintained the former
chief “did not act with corrupt intent,” she did tell the L.A. Times she
believed the courts administered a fair ruling. Boyd plead guilty to the
charges. So not only will Boyd serve two years behind bars, but he will
also be subject to a three-year supervised release and over $300,000
in restitution fees.
It just goes to show that the IRS always wants their share of the money,
whether it’s money from a bribe or not.
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FROM THE PRACTICE CORNER …

THE 10 MOST IMPORTANT WORDS

MEMBER

To Know and Say for a Successful Tax Resolution Practice

SPOTLIGHT:

MEET BRUCE
FOSDICK, CPA, PC

“

Bruce
When Michael started
Fosdick has
his program, Bruce
dabbled
decided to become a part
in tax
of it. He then followed
resolution
for many
Michael’s program and
years, but in
used sequential follow-up
the past five
mailings over a period of
years, he’s
time to get a consistent
become a lot
flow of new clients
more serious
coming in for his help.
about it. He
owns a fullservice tax
firm which includes income tax preparation, but
over the past few years, he’s ramped up the tax
resolution side of his practice.

“

Bruce’s interest in pursuing tax resolution came
from his own past; before he ever became a
CPA, he and the IRS tangled a few times. He
realized how difficult the experience was and
that’s when he decided to become an advocate
for the underdog. He got his CPA and started
representing taxpayers before the IRS. However,
the experience was anything but easy. In the
beginning, Bruce’s marketing efforts were hit-andmiss at best. When Michael started his program,
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Bruce decided to become a part of it. He then
followed Michael’s program and used sequential
follow-up mailings over a period of time to get a
consistent flow of new clients coming in for his
help. As Bruce admits, these are people who may
have procrastinated on their taxes, so it’s not
surprising they sometimes come in with letters he
sent out over a year ago.
Besides his business, Bruce stays busy
volunteering as a search and rescue coordinator
for the state, helping recover missing kids and
more. He loves spending time with his lovely wife,
Cheryl, who works with him in his practice. They
have been married for 44 years, and Bruce joked
about their many years together and said, “She
said I took way too much time to train and tells
me that she’s not going to train another husband.”
Born in Baltimore, Maryland, Bruce moved to
Colorado, and now lives in Castle Rock, just
south of Denver. Their daughter is a physician
in Oklahoma, and their son was an engineer at
Lockheed Martin before his untimely passing at
age 29 after a heart problem. Fortunately, the
couple has four beautiful grandchildren that they
love to travel and visit with whenever they can.

A lot of my members and clients have their
marketing in place, working like a well-oiled machine.
You might be in that category, where your phones
are ringing and you know how to screen the lookyloos and tire-kickers from qualified prospects
because you’re using the phone script system
from the tax resolution system. You’re scheduling
appointments because you are using the scheduling
appointment script. You’re also making sure that
they actually show up to the appointment, whether
that’s in your office or on the phone, because you’re
using my reservation system. Now that the qualified
prospect is sitting across the desk from you, or they
are on the phone, and you’re conducting your initial
consultation, how do you get the client to retain you?
Assuming you can help the prospect resolve their
case and you would like to work with him or her,
there are several ways you can approach this. For a
soft close, the following language should be used to
close the deal: “There’s a lot of work to do here to
make sure we protect your income and assets and
get the best possible deal from the IRS. As soon as I
have a representation agreement signed, I can get to
work. Can we get started today?”
And then you need to say the 10 most important
words to make that sale happen, and they are,
“What credit card do you want to put that on?” This
is where I’ve noticed some of my members have

trouble. They find it difficult to ask for the money or
credit card up front. But it is important to learn to
say this when it comes to asking for the sale. Saying
those 10 words must be part of your close repertoire,
and it must roll off your tongue. Each time you say,
“What credit card do you want to put that on?” it
gets easier than the time before.
Another example of a way to close that is a little
stronger is this: “I’ll need a $2,000 [or whatever the
amount should be] deposit today to get started.
What credit card do you want to put that on?” Or
you can say, “I want to contact the IRS immediately
to protect you and get a collection hold on your
account. I’ll be on the phone with the IRS before
you’re out of the parking lot. What credit card do you
want to put that on?”
If you don’t ask for the sale, chances are you’re never
going to get the prospect to retain you, and the
money you’ve invested in your marketing will have
been wasted. If you have to, practice saying those
words to someone in your office or even say them
looking in the mirror to yourself. Whatever it takes,
learn those 10 words. Ask, “What credit card do you
want to put this on?” and you will see a difference
for the better in your close rate. When you say those
10 words and you say them correctly, you are also
able to isolate objections. More on that in our next
newsletter.

– Michael Rozbruch
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